TO: DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
CES : CURRICULUM AND GOVERNANCE 
PRINCIPALS OF GRADES 1-12 SCHOOLS

FROM: MEC: EDUCATION 
MR. M MAKUPULA

SUBJECT: SUBMISSION OF TERM 3 RESULT ANALYSIS- 2016

DATE: 04 OCTOBER 2016

This memo serves to remind you to the importance of the submission of Grade 1-12 Term 3 result analysis through SASAMS from Grade 1-12 as per the instruction in the Assessment Instruction 20 of 2016 dated 20 April 2016 and DBE Circular E28 on the utilisation of SASAMS to capture the result analysis.

It is reminded that the template for Grade 12 had been emailed to you all on 13 September 2016 with a due date to submit to Mr V A Joseph on the 30 September 2016.

However, you are instructed to submit the Term 3 result analysis from Grade 1-12 on SASAMS and submit the Grade 12 result analysis on the provided pre-populated template to Mr V A Joseph, Varkeychan.Joseph@ecdoe.gov.za / v.ajoseph@hotmail.com on before 07 October 2016.

Non- compliance to this instruction may lead to further action against you as this one of the key responsibilities as a Principal, EDO, CES: Curriculum/ Governance and District Director.

Your co-operation is both anticipated and appreciated

Yours in Quality Education

MR. M MAKUPULA
MEC: EDUCATION
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